Company Information
China Security & Surveillance Technology, Inc.
(CSST) is a leading safety and surveillance
technology company in China. We offer a unique
foundation of agile and reliable products and
solutions providing customers a sustainable
advanta
advantage in the industries they serve. CSST is
headquartered in Shenzhen and listed in NYSE.
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The core business of CSST lies in installation division.
CSST mainly provides surveillance and safety system
installation for government and corporate entities.
For government sector, CSST focuses on large-scale
government projects in safe cities and e-cities, helping to
install and manage the safety and surveillance system in
those cities.

CSST is one of the largest surveillance and safety related equipment manufacturers in China. We manufacture key components in the
surveillance and safety sector (DVR, cameras, access control and intruder alarm, monitors, etc). We also have an extensive network
throughout China to distribute our CSST’s own branded products as well as other international brands and Chinese brands through
specialized retail outlets. We also provide the software platform to help the customers manage the system to deliver enhanced
efficiency in data management, processing and interpretation.
To move up the value chain, we strive to expand our service division which provides a full range of security services including network
alarm response, post-sale maintenance for surveillance and safety products and solutions, software upgrading, project integration,
security guarding, surveillance and safety consulting and trustee services.
CSST places huge emphasis on people and professional development. We run the first
professional surveillance and safety training institute in China. We also collaborate with the
government to improve standards of the surveillance and safety personnel in China. We are
honored as the official contractor for the safety guard training for Shenzhen Public Security
Bureau.
CSST R&D institute was established in October 2007. The institute
has built strategic collaboration with Shenzhen Research Institute of
Beijing University, National Media Software Engineering Technology
Institute of Wuhan University and several other outstanding research
institutes. CSST R&D institute functions in the research of E-city,
Internet of Things and industry-related technologies.
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Outlook
Our long-term future remains bright. The underlying demand for safety and surveillance products and solutions in China continues to
grow. Our confidence flows from the knowledge that we offer unrivalled products and services in the industry. We are in uniquely favorable
position to capitalize on our market leadership, sharp focus on key growth areas in large-scale government projects and service business.
The people of CSST – with our competitive drive, our passion to serve and our commitment to innovate – are a significant competitive
advantage as we continue to lead our industry.
Safety and surveillance is a serious business. CSST is a dedicated partner in China with the background to understand the dynamics of
the changing environment.

